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'RETHINKING THE PRINCIPLES OF NATIONAL ASSESSMENT:, 

TOWARDS A MORE USEFUL AND HIGHER GUALITY 

' KNOWLEDGE BASE FOR EDUCATION ' 

INTRODUCTION 

Compared witPi th'e U.S. total expenditure For educating 

our young, which has been called our largest national Indus- 

try, the amount spent on educational research, is pitiably

small. All the more reason. then, that the present Federal 

Adrtlinistratiou, committed as i% is to reducing the budget 

wherever possible, should look closely at each major commit„ 

ment in educational research, to appraise the Past ó'isera— 

Lions. with an''eve toward improving the Future, and of 

course to eliminating any programs which are not cost„effec„ 

Live. 

The National Assessment of. Educationa.l Progress (NAEP) 

would, naturally, comt under important review. It had its 

or.igin nearly 20 years aso, iri a political and, ideologica l 

(and social science) atmosphere quite difFerent from to„ 

day's. It has cost about 60 million Federal dollars, plus 

another 5 million from Private Funds (and huge uncounted éx— 

pendi'tures in professional and student time at the state and 



local levêls). There' are, then, very valid questions which •• 

wit may' raise: Are the oeèratine assumet•ions oí.20 years aso 

still the appropriáte ones? Should it, indeed , survive in 

its Present form? And if so, what changes should be made in 

.its design strategy, its samPlins, its measurements, its re- 

Porting, its a.dministrat'iue Procedures, to improve its use... 

fulness? -

•• 'Other studies of. NAEP haue,. of course, been 'c'onducted in 

the Past. Some major studies have been reported by Green- 

baum (197G), by'the Nat ional Center for Education Statistics 

INCES, 1974: 1975), by the Géneral Accounting Office (GAO,

,1976), by Wirtz add LaPointe (1982), and by Sebring and Bo— 

..ruck (1982). These have been useful in drawing attention to 

certain' accomplishments and apparent ,inadequacies o' the 

NAEO operation and dissemination. Most of these haue taken 

NAEP's founding princi.elés .as a given, and some haue lauded, 

NAEP's methadologtiçal contributions to the collections of 

knowledge. A persistent plaint has been about NAEP's possi- 

ble inadequacies as a useful and active'-aid to the state 

and local districts (SEAs and LEAs). These negati'é com— 

ments aboút low use haue been skill.£u11r parried by Sebring 

and Boruch.(1992), who have   pursued information or testimony 

from SEA and LEA Personnel about NAEP usefulness, and from 

NAEP personnel about their activí`tíes at other educational 

"levels. 



In commissioning the Present report (one of seven brief 

eluations so commissioned).. the National Institute of Edu-

cation (NIE) expllci'tly asked: 

How can the NAEP design.be .enhanced to allow for the 

generation of information useful to:

A. SEA and LEA and other state Polj.cymakers 

B. Federal policy makers' 

C. professional' associations 11

D. Research community 

E: The Public. 

This report will make a share break with the past evalua-

tions of NAEP. I intend being much more critical.' of the 

founding principles underlying NAEP. I will argue that 

these erincieles were often rooted in the. eolitical and 

ideojosical commitments of the mid-1980's.- Such a'condi-

tion, if true, surely does not in itself invalidate the 

principl és. "" (But I shall further argue that the%e ennui-•

ales, however' fashionable they may haue been at the time,

were at times crippling throúsh the employment oP .poor sam-

cling, measurement,' and research design. Many of the more 

intellectual Problems-of NAEP (as distinct from the practi-

cal prbblems) apparently stem from. such'poor'principles, 

themselves rooted in inadequate scientific understandings. 



NAEP'S IDEOLOGICAL UNDERPINNINGS 

As most educators are aware, 1957 marked a ßtrons shift 

toward federal sue Ort for education. The reasons, at that 

time,' wire not liberal bút conservative:' Russia had Put 

into .orbit its Spútnik' space vehicle, and America, welt 

.aware of Russ ia's expansionist mi l itary drive and growing 

nuclear.threat, saw •education in anew light. (Suddenly. 

there were grave national reasons for assuring U.S. Parity 

or suPeriorit'y in scientific and technic•al éducation rele— 

vant ta ;military€sécurityt. . Indeed, the1960 Presidential. 

campaign Was marked by debate over the best ways to adhieue 

such security, and the victor. John.F. Kennedy , had charged , 

that the Former admin istration had permitted a ' "missile 

84P." In fact, the mood' of Congress in the late 1950: s was 

already strongly pro—defense and: committed to strong'Federàl•

involvement in education directed to this Mili•tary aim. One

result of such Congressional commitment was the National De-

'fense Eduoat.ion Act.. Another, Particul.arl'y relevant to our 

—brief history of NAEP, was thé founding oF Project TALENT.' 

Thi very. namè' differences :between TALENT and NAEP are're-

ueaf ina of the d ecad es which gave them life: In one case,

the nati,ori sought the identiFication and nurturance of high-

ability s.tudents (i.e., "talent") as an important national-

resource for:the nat•idnal strength. In the other, the na— 

tion considered not sb much the talented individuale as it 



sousht political and .legal• wars of improving society as a 

,whole. In Protect TALENT. the most important goal was the 

recognition and cultivation of high individual intelligence.' 

In the case of.'NAEP. intellisence hardly seems to haue been 

an admitted reality (there are not even anv.explicit inte•l-

ligence measures in.NAEP's testing program). In TALENT, no 

ethnic information was asked again, the indiuidual was cen-

tral. For NAEP, ther=e was extensive information collected 

about race and SES, and other group variables... and the em-

Phasic seemed to be more on issues of "equality." rather 

$han of "ex.cellence" (of.. John Gardner's influential booK 

of 1961) 

What had happened' to shift the, emphasis so markedly? 

' Following the landslide election of L.B. Johnson in 1984, 

together with a liberal Congress, America moved. toward an 

*unprecedented federalization of social programs. marked

especially by laws and regulations favoring .group's regarded, 

`'as, haviins suffered discrtminaition in the Past: BlacKs, La-

tin-Americans in the U: S.. Indians (who were t'enamed "Na.' 

tine Americans"). and ra men of a.Tie ethnic groups. Universi-

. ty câmpuses, of . course: are often the  breeding ground For 

ideologies, and buch 'was clearly' the case during the 

mid-1966's. The ,spirit of revolt found ptùdent (and faou•1-

ty) expression against the military draft. •against Perceived 

inequalities. and even -- perhaps especially -- against the

"ciimeus '"Establishment" itself.  There was a  widespread and 



very well-publicized, breaking down of former social rest-

taints about Public and Priuáte behavio'r•, Anclüding social', 

sexual, sartorial', and eolitical behavior. In general ► `re- ' 

Form was not expected from almost any traditional centers of 

authority, unless these were taken over and. radlly al-ica

tered. One heard the expression, "Don't trust anyone over 

thirty!" 

What was meant, then, by President Johnson's call for a 

"Great.Society"? It was to be a society in which inequality 

was to be progressively reduced thröugh the operation of the

larger society itself and especially throush that• super-

ordinate level, the Federal'Gouernmént. There was an eho'r-

~mously increased level of federal  taxation, of Federal bu-

reaucracy, of federal lawmaking affecting the conduct of 

almost euervone, and most certainly of••the schodls, and col-

leses throushout the land. 

'Politics and Sooiál Science, 

What we h aub been recalling, however', seems purely a 

question of Political ideology, with little bearigne on the

structure of. what should be, in PrinciPle, a scientific en-

tererise._ After alls éducatiónál and psychological measure-

.ment and research hive o•löse Kinship with statistics and 

mathematics:' fields of to abstract, universal truth: And 

when these methods of science are applied to the observation

of social and educational phenomena, then the empirical ob-



seruations, and even their interpretations,     should follow 

from such methods. We should bé in a position to díscover 

;educational "truth," as well.. 

While, such an ideal operates fn Principle, in the real 

world 'of the applied sociar'scienges, ,the methods and be-

liefs are often servant .to the overarching ideology, inol"ud-

ins most definitely the'"political ideology, and any other 

beliefs Favorable. to one's own well-being, or that of one's 

colleasueß. In psychology, for example a large number of

one's•eolleasues earn a shod living through the Practice of 

psychotherapy despite the absence of any unified theory

aboùt.its operation or of any persuasive, evidencé about its 

efficacy. With the éxce'ption .of a Few mavericks, often dis-

earased by' their Fellows, 'Few eminent psychologists have 

seriously addressed this serious Problem.' 

And the training of social scientists seldom .includes 

'systematic instruction in soiéntifio ethics. Few textbooks 

of research methods make any mention -of what one could .hope 

would be the Premier assumption of the scientific enter-

prise: That we abtempt to dfscoveronly the truth. and that 

we expose and .decry .f ilsehood. Rather, in un.i versity. train-

ins For advanced.degreei in--psychology, sociology, and siMi-

lar Fields, a hishe,C virtue is- 'sometimes regarded as the 

_adoption of a liberal intellectual posture. Such a casual 

observation 'is indeed supported by, careful rèsearch with 



political questiorinaires: `Lädd and Lipset (1975) haue re-

Peatedly confirmed that the "social sciences." broadly des-

,fined, 'are the left-most maJor serment of academic faculty. 

Thus we reach the vexed problem of the relatíon between Pol-

itical'ideolosv. on the one hand. and the conduct of scien-

tifio research, on the tither.

Eñuironmentalism and Behaviorism 

There is a complex of issues in which •polit.ical• ideology 

;interacts withpsvcholosicaa theory. One of these, key areas • : ' 

o involves, the relative emphasis on environment (Us. heredity) '. 

in its influence on behavior. In the maJor Field of "learn- 

ing • theory,. • as rtaueht during' the' 1950's and into the 

196á's; .human differences in learning were often treated (in

the experimental literature) as an "error. term" in the ana-

LYsis of data. Indeed. to justify the huge theoretical 

leans between •the laboratory • animals and the students in 

schools  it was common to leap even the differences between 

species. At the €same time, of course. . with the huge expan-. 

sion in testing and the sudden access to  computers, the 

field of psychometrics           Was looking exactly at thése human. 

differences, and making 'great strides. That these • two 

 fields. Rsvchdmetri,os, and experimental PsYcholosY, had lit= 

tle to say to each other was Pointed out by the educational 

psychologist Lee J. Cronbach, 'himself a Pshometrician of

no'te. in his Presidential Address of the American .Psÿcholo-



'sical Association. .entitled "The Two Disciplines of Scien- 

tific Psychology." (His technical solution was that the 

ánalysis OP covariance could combine human differences and 

experimental effects into a single statistical• treatment: 

so much Por.the underlyins theoretical clash!) 

It is not'súrP-ri,i.ns, then, that the swirls of ideology 

would cauce a 'corresponding swine. in fashion' amons afPlied 

soci•al 'scientists , from one of these emphases to the' other. 

And in the  activist 1960's, when many were looking toward 

government to resolve many humán problems, a véry Persgasive 

spokesman for  environméntAlism was already Present, in the 

noted experimentalist B. F. Skinner. 

Radical environmentalism -- the emphasis on training to 

the Ocly;sión•pf individual differences -- had of course an 

ancient and 'resP.eotable tr.,aditiori. 'John Locke's tabula.rasa

implied, that thé nervous system was a clean slate at birth 

(and of course one "clean slate" is like ano:thér). .John B. 

Watscn's• vaunted claims' for behavioral ;'cond.itipnins" óuer— 

rode any innate differences in talent or disposition, &and

assumedourreht mastery (even in the 1920'sí of training

technique. , B. F. SKinner'was the arrticulate inheritor of  

this behaviorist i c tradit i on and surely its  most inflüential 

advocate in the history o psychology. To the Joy of strus—

sling graduate students, he relegated even teaming theory 

to the ashh•eap of the unheçessary (SKii ner, 1968) . And with



his sweeping vision of virtuall0 all behavior as under' the

control of what he termed "operant reinforcemen.t;" he gener

.alized from rats in a Skinner box, to "Pigeons in a Pelican." 

(1971), to the productive and well-behaved fictiónal charier 

ters in WaldenI tI (1948). Skinner's Followers were legion, 

and as specialists in "behauior mod," they Populated sradu-

ate departments in msvchologY and educational psychology 

with eager and apparently successful practitioners. 

And their apparent sucaiesses ranged From the.extinction' 

of aggression,'to learning the alphabet, to mastery of some 

school skills. 8orrowi?is heavi'lY From the methods of "'task 

analysis" (e:g., Gagne, 1974), the behavior mod enthusiasts 

listed cle'r1Y the appropriate stimuli and the desired res-

ponses. elicited these responses f rom,their students Pal-

lowing the stimuli, and then rewarded the students (the re-

ward was the "operant  reinforcement" of the S-R Pairing), 

nd repeated  exercises with Progressive "shaping" of the 

behavior toward the desired responses, which were the "cri-

terion" or "objective" of the Program. 

Such environmentalism. the radical behaviorism• that be-

havior mod'representeç, fit well into the'iouernment,mood of 

the 1960's. If by changing the environment in this wày, by 

providing intensïve (often one-on- one) conditioning to he 

learners, arld by using systems of enJoyable reward, we could 

effectively educate even low-achieving Populations, thew we

might eliminate ignorance; pnd PovertY and misbehavior• in one 



generation; ' And the devèlopmeht,.of computers IlaKtd special 

textbooks Provided even an écónomical waY.to do akl this, 

through ' prosrammed instructi•on. "' but what was required, 

first and.foremostr 'vas to s, ll out clearly the Stimulus— 

resppnse,Pairinss which would constitute the broadly desira-

able behaviors which were /he objectiu'es'of the entire educa— 

tionál enterprisé. If 'the Federal Government • could help 

brins this about, then it surely should (an assumption 

loosely under the "'equality of opportunity" mandate). And

therefore .the 1960's and 1970 's saw a powerFul, surse of Pro— 

grams aimed at such "be4avtoral technology," and funded by 

federal asencies. 

Unfortunately for' the `success of such an enterprise, hew„ 

ever, its_ advocates were still not communicating with the 

measurement scientists. And when they did, theme felt embar-

rassed bx the irreconcilable nature 'of some of the underly— 

ins theofiies,andPractices From the two Fields. Thus, For 

any persuasive rationale   For behavior mod, it was necessary 

to 'déuelop.á contradictory type of measurement theory.. And 

this need waS the Powerful ensine of ,the drive toward test— 

ins which would be ,the "criterion" or "objective" 'oF the 

prósram. 



SELECTED ISSUES OF NAEP'S STRUCTURE 

As we haue seen, the ,ideology and political~soals of the 

mid-1960's seemed to demand a set of social science conceP-

Lions which would rationalize these sbals and Permit their 

realization. A number of central issues of NAEP's opera-

tion, then, were resolved in compatible ways: NAEP would 

emphasize the importance of ienuironment, and diminish the 

imeortançe of heredity. NAEP would emphasize the item-by-

item learning of skills, rather than the (less easily al-

tered) operation of general intelligence. NAEP would con-

centrate on the educational prosress of groups, and give 

more importrance to their equality than to individual ta-

lents. 

To achieve worthwhile soals, it is not always necessary 

to employ sound theory. But in the recent decades of social 

science, Poor theory has often 'Led to result's that were 

wasteful or worse. And several central issues From NAEP's 

history show weak theory which apparently has hampered NAEP 

in achieving maximum utility ana'exPlanatory power. 

Obiective- vs. Norm-Referenced Testing 

If behavior modiFicati.on.were to appear súcces'sful, • then 

it must appear to achieve i stated obJectiue:. the .chance 

in behavior desired. IF we are soins tó make claims of 

success for a new Program of teaching reading, for example, 



then we should be able to point to S-'R pairings which have 

been clearly altered in. the desired way. The trouble is. 

standard ability and arChievmént tests, unless •they are 

themselves Practiced during instruction, are•, not apt to:be 

easily altered by behavior mod Programs of reasonable length 

.and expense. This difficulty was` a  severe one For applied 

behaviorism -- and there were in general Just• two solutions 

to it.. On.e was to continue the use oF.- standar..dized tests, 

,but teach the items during the, behavior mod instruction. 

The other was. to argue For new instrúments, • specifically 

' targeted during the instruction Period, and to take, these 

new instruments as the °obJectiue'of the educational Pro-

-gram. A third alternative was unacceptable: To use the 

standardized tests as criteria of 't hee Programs -- and to' 

lose_any refunding For those programs! Here are two histor-

ical examples, each originated in the 19G0's: 

Teaching the standardized intelligence test: The M.ílwau-

kee Protect.; :The longing For a strikingly successful so-

vernment intervention cannot be better illustrated than by 

pie "Milwaukee ProJeo4," directed by Dr. . Rick Heber of the 

Univers-ity.of Wisconsin-Madison. At the lons-run cost oF 

over $16 millïon in federal funds. Heber and his colleasues 

cáncentrated oh Just 20 disadvantaged children from a Mil-. 

waukee slum, and' claimed I.O. mean gains of 35 Points. com-

pared with' `their untreated controls. As it happens, despite 

the theoetioal and symbolic importance 'of this demonstra



tion, technical reports were fusi'tiue and plasued' by ambigu 

ities. But the rare téchnlcál cri,tiques• of the Pro.iec_t 

. reached the inevitable conclusion, that thé personnel had 

been.sYstematiçally training th'e Younssters in the material 

of the standardized T.0. tests employed to demonstrate,,suc— 

'cess (Pase, 1972b; Page & Grandon, 1980) (As it happens, 

Heber and ore associatd were later: convicted of misuse of 

Federal and state Funds and are i•n'the• penitentibry, but the 

published critiques concentrated only ón the scientific 

    questions of the claimed effects.) Even with the expendi-

tore of over half a million Per child, the Milwaukee Project 

failed to produce measurable aid generalizable gong—range 

effects in performance of standardized tests of Fundamental 

importance, when these were not trained by the Project it—

self. 

Teaching thé standardized achievement test: 'Performance 

Contracting Experiment. There is no better test of behavior 

mod, broadly conceived, than a large experiment •of unerece— 

dented sweep, conducted,.bY the Office of Economic Opportuni— 

ty (OEO) and reported in 1971 (Pase, 1972a). "Performance 

contracting" (Pt) was a system of instruction through béhav— 

for modification, whereby students and Psycholosist—instruc—

tors were rewarded acc'ordins to hqw well. ,the students mas- 

tared instructional Prbsrams in reading and matheamtics. 

Ten thousand disadvantaged Youths from three grade levels 

and From many different national sites were trained by en— 



terprisins R D 'corporations, according to the leading 

theo.nies of the behavior-mod school. All were optimistic 

about the outcome,- on the basis of apparent successes of PC

a.lready'demonstrated in Texarkana. Unfortunately, however," 

that earlier demonstration was marred b y the discovery that 

students had been trained in the very items of the standard-

ized tests used to eualuateithe program. Hence, in this new 

larse-scale CEO exPeriment. there would •be no clouds of 

doubt: Trainers were Forbidden to include material-Prom the 

tests which would be used, under Penalty of losing their 

pay: Acid the standardized tests were administered by rigo-

rous evaluators unconnected with the R & D corporations and 

with the schools. The results were shattering -- so much so 

that the experiment is unknown to most students and Practi-

tione.rs of behavior .mod: There was no discernible effect, 

at all, 'of the $6 million program. The teaching of the 

test's-themselves appears to haue been necessary to achieve 

the demonstrated effects. 

NAEP s •emphasis on obJeotive-reFerenced testing. In 

light of' this background, then, perhaps it is much more un-

derstandable why, in the conception of NAEP during this per-

iod of the mid-1960's, there, should be so much argument in 

Favor of obJectiue-referenced testing (ORT) us. norm-refer-

enced testing. (NRT). This shift in. type of tests was Pre-

-rented to be one of the great. contributions of NAEP,` as oom-



Pared. say, with.the'ProJect TALENT which had Orecede1 it. 

I remember large halls at national meetings of scientific 

societies such as AERA or APA. where.Ralph Tyler and others 

arsued Forcefully about the advantages expected, if only.the 

funding agencies came in For substantial amounts (and it 

was very clear that the important donor, Following the

PUMP-Primins of Carnegie. Would be the Federal Government). 

This i.s;no Place to do a technical reanalysis o.f. the' dif-

Terences. real or' imagined, between the.two kinds oP test-

ins. On one hand there are books such as James PoPham's

making strong arguments For the ,uniqueness of ORT. ,On the 

other.'there are the standard works on measurement and test-' 

ins theory, such as Stanley & Hopkins' (19 ), Putting these 

arguments in careful perspective, yet trying not to offend, 

at the same time, all the potential book-users who haue be-

lieued the various arguments For ORT. Let us. briefly con-

'cider some of these 

NRT is useful only for describing the diFferences between 

individuals. ORT•, in this view: earl really describe "what 

students can do." whereas NRT only says whether one student 

is better than another. This is_ simply flot an accurate de-

scription of NRT. when it it is well done by competent test-

ing agencies. Indeed. chapters in standard booKs on testing 

haue lons showed techniques of item analysis which would 

give the same sort of f reqúencY descriptions for'the tested



class, school, program, or other group of interest, as are 

claimed for ORT. -On its part, ORT has no special way of de-

scribing what.. students can dd. It is hard to . imasi'ne an 

item constructed For ORT which would not be ,lust as'apero— 

Private in NRT -- in Fact a judge could not ordinarily tell 

which kind of test an 'item came from, if it were a standard,

machine-storable multiple-choice Item.'

NRT relies on multiple -choice items. In a view expressed, 

For ,ORT, one could somehow get a clearer picture of "what

students Can do" iF one broke away From the multiple-choice 

methods. And in NAEP's early days .it was common to hear 

strong calls to professionals For new ideas, For innovative 

methods of testing...- At .NAEP. For example, • writing samples 

were dollected From huge numbers 'of students to Find out -- , 

never mind what the old normed tests said -- whether they 

could "really write." But then what? ,Then various-educa-

tors and specialists wer,eucalled in From across the nation 

•to Find out what to .do with all these essays. There is,. of 

.course. no standard answer. When such essays are e'ialuated 

by experts id writing. • their global (or holistic) assess-' 

merits agree about .5 with each other. and contain far less 

information about specific student abilities and skills than 

one would derive From careful analysis. of ai well-,designed

standardized test on grammar. punctuation. spelling, And the 

1kKe. ,(IF a student does-not use a quote .in an essay, •how 

will a Judge decide his competence in Use oF,quotes?) In- 



deed, NAEP has in Practrice dePeNed greatly (and properly), 

on multiple—choice testing, with all its difficulties. 

.. NRT is not responsive' to program effects. As we have 

noted in the historical revieW, this charge is largely true.

Most standardized tests are designed to measure something 

that is reasonably stable in the tested individual. The 

test is regarded as a kind of random sample of items From a 

vfrtüially infinité Population of items•measurins the same 

abi"lits. A wh€ort„term training Program, therefore, would 

.not be expected to alter, except marginally, this ability 

(whether we were c‘nsidering an individual or a grouP of in-

dividuáls)'. Therefore it is true that for a hishly sPeciF— 

ic traini'ns session (say, on .the use of quotes in English 

Writing), we can design test i tems to measure student,acqui— 

.sItion of the objectives. This is commonly done by able 

teachers in the classroom. And most standardized tests in 

wide use will have at least a 'short sample of iteMs on 

quotes. Can' ORT do more than this? It is-hard to" see how,' 

and NAEP's own record does not reduce the skepticism. 

..What we' see, then. 'is that the emphasis on objective—re— 

Ferenced Lesti•ns grew directly From the social drives of the 

Period which save birth to NAEP. UnFortunately, ORT has 

some rather large disadvantages, which had better be noted 

here as well: ¢ 



ORT often has fragmented obJectives. In NRT thetheorY 

of ability testing is fully deuelopeti and very useful. We 

can easily calculate means. standard deviations, and corre-  

lations among abilities. We can use' t-echnîcues to estimate 

the ranges Of the true scores, underl virft the obserued 

scores. All of normal-curve theory   comes into play. We can 

describe contrasts between groups" 4nd programs% in well-un-

derstood ways (For exaMPle, in terAs of means cr,,r more pow-

erfully, of median overlaP). In contrast with such uses of

NRT. ORT is .peculiarly hamstrung by its need to Justify its 

test Philosophy. NAEP's reports., 'thereFore,, often consist

of item-by-item reseonse Frequéncies  for groups, and the

larger, more efficient comparisons are lost sight of.

ORT is not statistióállr tractable. This is ,no light

charge, for the truth of'"national progress," once one steps

away 'from the straitjacket of .objective testing, must rely 

heavily on 'advanced statisticàl methods.. The tracking of 

change across time (For exámele in study of the test-score 

'decline) must depend on having the best statistical tools at 

our disposal: and there is ,nothing in ORT to compare with 

the brilliant normal-curve theory we have inherited From De-

Moivre, Galton, Spearman, and our other Progenitors.

ORT is awkward in'oausal study. _ After all, the purpose 

of NAEP is to provide information far national decision- mak-  

ins. And decisions depend directly on iniPormation about the 



cause's of student achievement. Apart from' experimentation . .

(which' is virtually impossible to conduct` efficiently i,n the 

schools today).' our test methods For expierins causation 

currently come From path analysis -- the collection of' meth— 

ods for estimating the influences OF variables on each other 

(cf., Kenn'.' 1979:'Heise. '1975: and many others)] All path 

analytic methods begin with correlations or covariances,

which depend on having scores which Permit the'exeression of 

such relationships. I know of hardy àny causal studies, 

using 'such powerful methods, to-haue come out of .NA6P (in 

stri.kins contrast. For example, with the work done with Pro-

.Ject TALENT, or. with the more'recent National Longitudinal

*Study, or with High School'and Beyond). This is a most ser- 

cous;€limitation of the objective„referenced framework- a

limitatïon. morebuer, striking• at the heart of NAEP' s Found

. , ins purpose. 

Samplling Isssues oF NAEP 

Just as NAEP,'s measurement theory grew out of the 1960's 

'and the behaviorist-movement, so_did NAEP's sampling strate—

gies refledt the same spirit. If achievements are a.colle'e— 

tion of speoiiic skills, to be trained and tested, then.it 

is less important to Know much about the individual differ-

ences of the learners. What is-more imPortent is to measure 

those sekcific skills. The Principles of NAEP included a 

s.euere limitation (one hour,) On the time .,,required of any one •



student. Rather., different items and measures were applied 

to different srouPs € of students -- with only a sKeleton of 

background information on each particieant. In the same,'• 

spirit. there was no effori to looK at the develoPmental va„

riables best studied. by rèPeated investigations of the same 

students across imeL . In its sampling structure,, ence 

again. NAEP has résembled the behavior modification srouP of 

Psycholoaiits relatively more than those in measurement or 

child development. 

From the standpoint of research value, 'the loss of infor— 

mation•Prom the NAEP samPlins strateav i.s incalculable. The 

information Prom, very short vectors oF data (with few items 

on each student) is slight -- and it is no wonder that there 

has not been very much serious research use madeŒof NAEP's 

data, comPared with smaller and less exPensivé data sets of 

a mare measurement—oriented desisn. 

What: is often not Pealized is that information Is roughly 

Proportional', not simply to the number of information items 

in eadh subJect. 'but Proportional to the square of the num— 

ber of 'items This happens because available information 

may be thuusht gf•as 'the number of correlation coefficients 

possible From a data1et. The actual Formula is that: 

C = n(n-1)/2. Equation (.1) 



whére n is the number of items,on each student, and where C

is the number of bivariate. correlations obtainable From the 

matrix. This-is• not to mention'the much larger number of 

trrree-variable and ri-variable, complex relationships expres-

sible From longêr data vectors. So it is clear that all 

those Interested in. research -- notably'university research-

ers and scientific societies -- are losers by the sampling 

strategy adopted by NAEP, 

What is not clear to many is that virtually all Potential 

users of NAEP's output are similarly depriuè'd. As we haue 

noted. .,most of our information needs are concerned with 

causes. hot simply with observed data.. And ,decisioy makers, 

wish .to know the probable effects resulting from their 

choices. 	€Simple-minded one variable and two-variable data

reports are not apt to meet anyone's needs, for .they aré .of-; 

ten as misleading, From the standpoint of decision making

s they are informative. 

The principal message of this portion, then, ,is that 

NAEP's sampling design, like its measut'ement theory. needs 

to be rethought From the ground up. and Freed of some 'of the 

adoctrines implicit in its founding: 

The Problem of Access to NAEP Data 

Obviously, data are not valuable which are not analyzed. 

What'is less obvious is. that, . given a truly rich data set.



it is impossible to Predict all of the useful aoalyses s •To 

the contrary, the serendiPitous di,sooveries from data can, 

at times, bear fruit surpassing, the original intention. 

And. depending on who is dosing the analysis acid on what as— 

sumetions are made, different, investigations can result irï 

strikingly different conclusions about the results, and 

hence about tie  appropriate decisions to recommend. (E.g. 

by .using different controLs_'Pase & Keith, 1981, Produced 

'üery différent comparisons of U.S. Public and Private high 

schools from those drawn by Coleman et al., 1981.)' 

In the old, experimental models of the Psychological 

past, the data were seldom available to outside researchers. 

And even the monumental Protect TALENT did not Produce 'data 

tapes easily     available to researchers of different purposes 

or views. For the educational' research community, the First 

breakthrough of access has been with the National, Lgnsitudi— 

nal Study- (NLS) of the High School Senior Class of 1972. 

The NLS has operated exactly From the viewpoint expressed 

here: 'that good data sets are inexhaustible and may be 

mined richly, and.indeFinitely, by a host of researchers For 

whatever Purpose. Thus, the NLS (sponsored and moiiitored by• 

the NCES) had, emphasized the availability of data much more 

than its analysis. With encouragement to researchers, with 

low costs.' and, with widespread information about the NLS,

tonether with the base veer' (1972), and four Follow—up years 

(the latest being. 1980, `'for a total data vector of some • 



.. 2,000 measures., 'the MLS has attracted great interest and

use. 

The NLS'S direct successor has bean the still 'richer High 

School .and Beyond (HSB), which studied $8:000 high school 

seniors     and soPhobores in 1980, and has already Put irï,mo-

tion'itsfirst follow-up (1982).- I have argued elsewhere

that HSB may be the single best event that ever happened for 

educational and psychological research (Page, 1981). Among 

other. innovations, it is a 'great leve l er: Anyone can .set

the data For 104 cost. A brilliant graduate student may 

glean more riches from it, • in basic or applied educational 

knowledge, than a iiistinsuished Professor or head of a large 

institute: .It permits the original analysts, together with 

their critics, to compete on equal terrain their arms con-

sisting in their ability to. think,, anailyzeti and report. 

Journal editors are clearly hungry for the kind, of seneral-

izability which such data sets make possible. 

Anddecision maKers, from state and local and Federal 

'agencies, can explore the data w i th their Particular sues-

Lions in Mind. These will very oFten be different From the.

routine information given out by any one general agency. OF 

course, it remains a•problem to establish skillful data ana-

lysts t.o help decision makers,, but such analysis May be 

drawn From skilled researchers in universities,' or in other

...RA, D ageríci.e•s. It is a Knowledge contribution which cannot 



be -overemphasized, made by the opening of such rich data to 

universal scrutiny: It is also the mark'of a remarkably 

confident• and open Form of so,uernment that ai nation is will— 

ins to do so. 

In light of these developments with the NLS and with HSB, 

may the NAEP arch'iues be made equally accessible? One of 

NAEP's most valuable recent changes is in the Plan to'Pro— 

duce widely useful public data.tapes. Already some of these 

are in place, and one may expect many more in the future, 

given the strong intention, within the NIE, to achieve this 

coal. These steps are to be sredtly encOurased: many of 

these data sets, will be unique For some major lines of in— 

vestisation (For example, the promised tapes from the writ— 

ins samples, in machine—readable Form). 

Nonetheless, one liability should be pointed out affect— 

ins NAEP Far more than these other data sets. As we have 

noted,. NAEP's use of many different student samples means 

that researchins complex relations will be much more diffí— 

cult, because. the coefficient of information C in ,Equation 

(1), noted above, will be a much smaller Figure. In future 

,uersioms of NAEP, it is hoped, a maximum amount of informa— 

Lion will be collected From smaller numbers of ,students,

Then the greater access to NAEP data will be of much larger

benefit for . researchers, For SEAs and LEAs, and For all 

. those decision makers, public and private. with a stake in 

American education. 



RECOMMENDATIONS FOR NAEP'S FUTURE 

From the present analysis, and from other considerations 

as well, there are a number ,of recommendations which may en— 

Nance NAEP'6 future utility, For all of the targets of its 

concern.: federal,`state, and local Policy maKers, profes— 

sional associations, the research community, teachers, stu— 

dents, and the public., These rec.ammen4ati.ons will be here 

made under the héadinss of design st'rateg'y, sampling, mea— 

surement, reporting, dissemination, and administrfition. 

Design Strategy 

1.. Look a For all explanatory causes of importart student 

behaviors: Include influences of the family (both 

environmental and biological), of the church, neigh— 

borhood, and other major influences outside thé 

school. 

2. Continue :yto stress curriculum in its relation to 

learning. Include not only courses taken, but home— 

work required and homework actually done. 

3. Save design money by using the lower—cost m ultiple— 

choice items where appropriate, including those from t 

instruments already available and on•the market. 



4. Also save costs through Planning the use of ,Fewer 

student subjects.with märe contact time Per student. ° 

,(These points are repeated below.) 

Sampling Issues 

1. Abandon most of the separate student samples. .Move 

toward more examination of Fewer students to create 

°the' most• informative 'dat a matrix Possible. 

2. Examine students ,longitudinallY, showing educati•nal 

and other growth across the school Years.• Keep the 

.emphasis on the school years, however, a`nd leave to 

other Programs any adult-Follow—.up.

3. Continue matrix'samplingof achievement, where aepro-

private and necessary For èconomy and reasonable data 

burden. But use the economical standardized tests 

wherever Justified. '

4. In''the samPligs of •stu'dents, include a good number of 

students óf high ability and achievement (as well as 

other 'target groups) since these are important to na— 

t'ional ProductivitY'and other natioñal interests. 

5. InclUde a large' sample of siblings and twins of the 

student     subjects, For better explanation of home and 

of school efFects. 

Measurement Issues 

1. ,As noted, available instruments, both From standard= • 

ized programs-. and From other researches, would be 

,economical replacement For many, itsms created .by



NAEP, and should be used. Continue to monitor educa— 

tor and ,lay opinion about the objectives of educa— 

tion. Use these •f i,ndinas to, help structure inqUiry 

into skills and curriculum, and to validate the tests 

chosen for use. 

2. At the same time,. recognize the essential samiliijna 

nature of all'açhievemen.t tesOns, the heavy loading 

ofaeneral ab ility in such-measures, and their normal 

distribution. For each ttudent, report scores which

may be used in "norm-referenced" ways For explanation 

and prediction." 

3. Measure a range of different. sub—tests ,of ability, 

including•verbal and nonverbal items of intelligence. 

Use qu,estionnaiire items for extensive informatiot 

about social, familial, ethnic, and Physical and 

health characteristics,of the students. Again, these 

may include -standardized or other available instru- 

ments whére appropriate. 

4. For twins of the same sex, determine 'their Kinship 

(whether identical or, fraternal). Such information 

can'hele •in causal explanations* of school achieve— 

menta, and of other behavior. 

Reportins Results • 

'1. Continue to mail out descriptive material about the 

studies and their most general results. 



2. In addition, however. • solicit some advanced causal

analysis of kiv issues. to attract the attention and

use of résearohers and PolicY •makers. Welcome diffe-

rent' analyses and debate'in t he Public forum. 

3. For the SEÀs and LEAs report information, on current 

changes discovered by the latest surveys,• in student

attitudes and achievements, and* • in sdhool organize-. 

Lion and curriculum. 

4. 1n reporting, keep'in mind that education seekssen-

eral lifting of student. abilities, that items are 

only   samples from these larger traits and achieve-

ments. 

S. In group comparisons, use more informative indices 

tHan "percentage correct." •For continuous traits; 

usil such comparisons as median overlap, or simple 

'phrases carryins.the same meaning. 

G.. In general, abandon the language of passing or fail-

ins. There is no such definable line in the world of 

normally distributed. latent.abilities. 

7.' Where possiblê end reasonably consensual,. show the 

causes of differences noted. In practice, this may. , 

mean approximated bv. showing differienc.es after cont-

. rolling for background variables. 

Dissemination •of Data 

1. Follow through•with present plans fqr clean, well-do-

cumented data tapes auailable.at very low cost to any 

requesting users. 



2. Organize these tapes' around the • larse.body of exten— 

sively researched• students described above. That is;" 

in thegrecomMended Future structure, these will not

be usually 'organized around separAte curricular is—

sues 

For those different data segments'already collected. 

organize materials with eXtensive description which 

May be•widely announced to prospectiué user'sroues•. 

Administration .of NAEP . 

1.' Cón•tinue advisory srouPs from informed Professional 

and laY constituencies. but also experienced re— ;. 

searchers and measurement personnel of the highest. 

quality. • This should make ' f'or a• sounder scientific 

*orientation in the NAEP operation. 

2. •In the scientific advisory role. include more experts, 

experienced in and dedicated to causal analysis and, 

to the norm—referenced tradition. 

3. For economy •and•eFficiency. Put the NAEP cgntraot • 

periodically but to "rebid. As recent experience 

shows elsewhere. competitive bidding may shave more 

than a million dollars a Year-from the annùal cost of 

programs of this magnit ud e, 



In summary: As thinkers haue'recosnized since Plato, 

there'is no more important task of government than educar 

tion. Its process, and Progress, must be.'frequently moni— 

tared by society .at large. We now Possess improving methods 

for making such mpnitor.ins ' effective, and For interpreting 

the results in meaningful and useful ways. When'orsanized 

well, information systems may provide both simple'-and com-

plex analysis to deepen' .our general understanding of the 

educational Process. And through the use of simpfer•lan— 

suase, these.more sophisticated  interpretations can be ex-

pressed to the targets of all our concern: the SEAS, LEAs, 

schools, educators, parents and children and citizens -- to 

all who wish to improve the quality of human life and human 

learning. 
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